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Executive Summary
T his report documents the findings of a field demonstration project that was conducted to evaluate the
feasibility of a video-based traffic data collection process, compatible with traffic performonce measures
needed for the H illsborough County Congestion Management System (CMS). As these systems mature,
greater reliance on reaJ.time traffic performance data will be required for regular {and even continuous)
monitoring of the transportation system. Automation of traffic data collection through video-based
technology can satisfy this requirement in a cost-effective manner.
Traditionally, traffic data collection has been very labor intensive, even when capturing relatively sm all
sample size< (discussed in the introduction of this report). This attribute of con ven tional data collection
has also discouraged the level of traffic dato collection frequency that is essential for performonce
monitoring. License plate matching has long been used by transportation engineer> and planners as •
source of data for origin-destination travel time and other traffic studies. Typically, these S\\tdies have
required Iorge numbers of field staff and associated costs. Also, manual operations have often been
charnctcrized by unacceptably high rates of error in data collection and processing, especially when large
amounts of data need to be collected and analyzed in a short period of time. Many of the shortcomings
associated with the manual collection and processing of data from vehicle license plates can be overcome
through the use of video camcorders and machine vision license plate readers. Modern video camcorders
are capable ofcapturing very clear images oflicense plates on vehicles operating in high-speed, high-volume
traffic, and these images can be converted (without human processing fatigue in one-tenth the time of
manual processing) to computer files by license plate readers with high levels of speed and accuracy. Video
images can also be captured for vehicle occ'Upancy counts to improve sample size and accuracy over
manually-collected counts.
Over the three-day, A.M. peak-period evaluation (six total hours oftraffic performane<: monitoring), this
field demonstration found that video-based traffic data collection compared to manually-collected traffic
data resulted in a total of 2,746 (almost 400 percent) = usable observations, each requiring about seven
minutes less time to collect and process, at a cost of only 50 e<:nts per unit m ore. The more expanded, real·
time sampling capabilities of video-based collection also facilitated the creation of more meaningful traffic

performance measures (e.g., 15-minute volume versus average vehicle occupancy, 15-min\lte volume
versus average travel speed, and total per>on-trips) at specific points or by movement within the
transportation system.

This field demonstration has concluded that ·a utomation of traffic data gathering and analysis is feasible
through video and machine vision technology application. This type o f fl'S technology satisfies a need
of congestion management systems-real-time monitoring. As a result, more meaningful traffic perfor-

mance data can be collected in a more cost-effective manner, and utilized more often in the transportation
decision making process.

Travel Time, Origin-Destination, and Average Vehicle Occupancy
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Overview
This report documents the findings of a field demonstration project .that was organized and conducted to
ev~luate the feasibility of a video-based technology ~pplication in the automation of c.raffic performance

data gathering and analysis. This field demonstration was coordinated with the Hillsborough County
r.t1etropolitan Planning Organiz.ation (}.1PO} to investigate a data collection automation application that

is compatible with traffic performance measures needed specifically for the Hillsborough County
Congestion Management System (ClviS).
During the early years of Hillsborough County's CMS, available traffic data were utilized to evaluate the
performance of the transportation system. Ho"•ever, since the CMS is expected to gradually place a greater
reliance on real-time traffic performance data collected more often at more loa.tions, development of a
customized, real-time traffic performance monitoring system '«•ill ultimately be needed. According to
Lucilla Ayer, Executive Director of the Hillsborough County MPO, "We need to continue to explore new
ways to monitor and evaluate traffic congestion in urban areas. The application of ITS technologies to data
collection and analysis certainly can enhance O\lr C\lrreot methods, resulting in greater mobility planning
and design-'' CUTR believe.< that CMSs will require cost..,ffective a\ltOmation of traffic perfonnance data
collection and analysis, and so the time to evaluate potential automation tech.oique.s is imminent.
This report includes a background discussion of the more conventional (and traditional) techniques for
collection of travel time, origin-destination, and average vehicle occupancy data; a discussion of c:orn}Yarative advantages and disadvantages of each technique; and findings of the video-based a\ltOmation compared
to effectiveness of collecting the same information through visual observation at each camer.tlocacion .

Travel Time, Origin-DestitUition, and A'-'trttge Vehicle Occupttncy ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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Introduction
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) represents the utilization of technology (e.g., information
processing, communications, control, and electronics) to improve safety, reduce congestion, enhance

mobility, minimize environmental impact, save energy, and promote e<:onomic productivity in our
transportation system. Congestion Management Systems, one of the six transportation management
systems stipulated in the Intcrmodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991, are intended
to serve as decision-support tools that provide information on transportation system performance and
alternative improvement strategies. ISTEA requires each state to develop and implement the six
transportation manar,ement systems, alonr, with a Traffic Monitoring System for Highwa)•S.' The Interim
Final Rule (IFR) on the ISTEA (December 1, 1993) mandated that all Transportation Management Areas
(areas with a population more than 200,000) tltat are non·attainment for ozone and/or carbon monoxide
should have an operational CMS by October 1, 1995.' Further, according to the "Florida ISTEA," all
MPOs in Florida are required to establish a CMS. Recent guidance from the United States Department
of Transportation states that the deadline for a fully operational CMS has been postponed to October I,
1997. Title II (Transport.~tion Funding Flexibility), Se<:tion 205, legislation now authorizes that a state
can ele<:tnot to implement, in whole or in part, one or more of the ISTEA management systems. Moreoyer,
indications are that Florida will retain CMS requirements. Nevertheless, Congestion Manag~ent
Systems are important because of the increasing skepticism concerning the addition of capacity alone to
alleviate congestion and enhance mobility. Many in the transportation industry today believe that ITS
technologies hold the potential to "get more out of our existing transportation systems.••

CMSs require a continuous program of traffic data collection and system monitoring. These data will be
used to evaluate the duration and magnitude of congestion and to evaluate the effe<:tiveness of any
implemented CMS strategies. Thus, compliance with lSTEA requires that a great deal of accurate and
timely traffic data be collected. The usefulness and success of a CMS will depend on the accuracy and
timeliness of the t raffic performance data collected, the ease of obtaining and analyzing the data, and the
measurability of the data against predetennined CMS obje<:tives.
To assist Florida's MPOs and the state in developing effeetive and efficient congestion management
systems, CUTR and the Hillsborough County MPO conducted a field demonstration to evaluate the
feasibility of a video·based technology application for the automation of traffic performance data
gathering. When compared to conventional techniques for t.raffic data collection, automation provides
greater accuracy and reliability and is much less labor intensive (thereby eliminating or reducing human
error). According to industry estimates, the total cost of automated data collection can be up to 30 percent
less than manual traffic data collection, over the long term. Furthermore, a large portion of the automated
data colleCtion cost (up to 75 percent) is generally attributed to the up-front, one-time capital investment
in the equipment required for automation.)

Authorities re.alize that there is an increased need for data and that not enough data are currently collected.

For example, planners with the Georgia Department ofTransportation:
Travel Time, On'gin·DI!$tinatit>n, and At:t>rdgt Vehicle Occupancy
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• clearly desired more data than is currently available to them . .. types of data commonly

desired were:
•

average speed or travel times for all significant roads,

•

extensive and current origin and destination data for the metropolitan areas,

ond
•

vehicle occupancy data for the major roadways, especially in the metropolitan
area."•

Information on the discussion of conventlonal traffic data collection contained in this report was gathered
through an extensive literature search and by contacting various sc:ue 3.gencies and t.rnnsportation
consultants. Information on the video-based automated technique was collected first-hand during this field
demonstration and through literature search of other eva! uations. This field demonstration was conducted
with the participation of Transfomation Systems, Inc. (Houston, Texas) and Computer Recognition
Systems, Inc. (Cambridge, Massachusetts), who supplied state-of-the-<~rt video and machine vision
equipment, and the Hillsborough County CMS Task Force, who helped assess traffic data collection needs.
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Review of Current Traffic Data Collection Methods
To compare conventional and autOmated traffic data collection methods, a literature review of conventional techniques was performed. As part of this revie~·, several state and local transportation agencies and

transportation consulting firms were contacted. These groups supplied cost, labor and study frequency
data, which are included in the discussion below.
Travel Time (Speed) Studies
The average travel speed of vehicles on a given stretch of highway is a primary indicator of the level of
congestion and performance level of a facility. "\1(/hen the level of congestion increases, the vehicles' average
speed decreases. Speed data are also useful in derer.mining speed limits, traffic sign locations, the timing of

traffic signals, establishing highway design elements, assessing highway safety and monitoring effectiveness
of traffic controls and programs.' Thus, transportation engineers have devised several methods to
determine the average travel speed on a highway segment. The two basic methods are collecting spot speed
data and collecting travel.time data. Spot speed data record the speed of vehicles as they pa.<S a specific
location, while travel time data measure the time, and indirectly the speed, a vehicle requires to traverse
a specific section of highway.
Spot Speed Methods

Spot speed data can be collected either ll\anually or qy automatic methods. In the manual method, the speed
of an individual vehicle is determined by the time that elapses for the vehicle to t ravel a measured course.
This procedure con be done with pavement markings and an individual using a stopwatch to time vehicles
traveling between the two markings. In the automatic method, electrical and/or mechanical devices are
employed to measure the speeds of passing vehicles. Radar is the most commonly used automatic device
for measuring spot speeds. Other devices could include pneumatic tubes and inductive loops. Both
pneumatic tubes and inductance loops can provide real time traffic information, including speed, on a
continuous basis. However, they both require high maintenance and produce questionable resultsinheavy
traffic!
Travel Time (Speed) Methods
Cellular Photzes
One recentl)•-developed method for determining travel times by means of using cellular phones, was tested
in the Houston area. Two hundred commuters along three major freeways were asked to phone in as they
drove past various checkpoints along the freeways. Commuters' check-in times and identification
numbers were then recorded, and real-time travel times we.re calculated. Using changeable message signs

along the freeways, these commute times could then be displayed tO all travelers. However, this method
proved to be subject to a great deal of human error. Some commuters called before or after reaching the

Travel1'ime, Origin·Deitinatl'.on, and Average Vehicle Occupancy
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designated check point; others left the freeway, did errands, re-entered the freeway, and then called.
Another problem was the high initial cost of the project, including cellular phones and a communications
center.

Average/J\1oving Vehicle Method
In the averoge vehicle method, a driver trovels the Study route at the averoge speed of all vehicles, and the

time it takes to make the trip is re<;orded. The driver fXlSSes the same number of drivers that oven:akes
his vehicle. This method's accuracy is limited by the driver's judgment. This method requires no special
data collection equipment, and the majority of costs -are for labor.
Examples of various data collection parameters and costs include:
•

VOLPE Reseorch Center (U.S. 001) Test; tO mile - route, 3 lanes, 3 segments, 4
survey sites, 10 route-days,

•

8 hours/day- $12,500 Qabor $7,500, vehicle expenses $5,000)

•

Texas Trnnsportation ln:>"tituw; $2,000 per .site per collection. 4 times per year

•

Transportatlon Engineering Inc.; $2,450 per location, moving vehicle. method

Vehicle License Plate Matching
The next method examined relies on observing license plates. Surveyors record the time and license plate
number of vehicles at specific points along the highway that are known distances apart. Travel speed is
calculated by m atching vehicle license plate numbers at two locations and recording the travel time
betwee.n the locations. This method yields more observations than the moving or average vehicle methods,
and like the other methods, requires little special equipment. However, manually matching the license
plate numbers is very labor intensive and usually results in a low percentage of matches and a high number
of recording e.rrors. If partial plate strings are recorded, many spurious matches result.

As wlth license plate matching for origin-destination studies> there are several possible ways to collect the
data. One alternative is to use video cameras to record the license plate numbers. This method works best
durint; daylight hours; otherwise, supplementallightint; would be required. Therefore, data during the
early part of the morning rush hour may be difficult to collect. Data can be analyzed either manually or
by using an automatic license plate reading system. License plates could also be recorded on laptop
computers inStead of wit h pencil and paper. Advantages and disadvantages of this method arc similar to
those mentioned with license plate origin-destination studies. A VOLPE Research Center (U.S. 001) test
using this method resulted in a cost of 536,000 fora 10-mile route with four survey sites forthree lanes over
th ree segments. Total survey time was eight ho\lrs per day for ten days.
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Origin-Destination Surveys
Origin-destination (0-D) surveys are generally performed as part of a comprehensive transportation plan
for a given area.' Even though they are typically synthesized, origin-destination patterns form a central
part of any data collection program to develop transportation planning models. As such, they are
performed on an irregular basis with lengthy periods between studies.
The primary goals of origin-destination surveys are to:
•

decennine current travel patterns1 characteristics, and any inadequacies in the current
transportation network,

•

help determine the magnitude of future travel patterns and future construction
necessities, and

•

help determine the possible effects of transportation policies.

These goals are accomplished by gathering and analyz,ing substantial data on the travel patterns of people
traveling through or in the studprea. The data often include travel time, mode, origin (both location and
land use), destination (both location and land usc), number of passengers, and trip purpose.
Origin-destination surveys can be segmented into two distinct rypes-external and internal. In an external
study, data are collected at several key cordon points surrounding the area of interest on a percentage of

the vehicles that travel past this point . Several methods have been developed to collect these data. The six
methods outlined here are taken from the Institute of Transportation Engineers' Manual on Transportation Studies.a
Roadside Interview

In this method, a percentage of vehicles are asked to pull over to the side of the road where a survey team
interviews the driver to obt.•in the desired trip data. This survey is usually confined to drivers of passenger ·
vehicles, trucks, and buses and does not produce any data pertaining to the passengers. Traditionally,
information has been collected using pencil and paper, but now laptop computers are being used to collect
data, reducing the time required for data entry and analysis!

Advantages of the roadside interview method include:
•

a high response rate>

•

the ability to ensure a representative sample (good sample control), and

•

the ability to ensure complete data collection.

Travel Time, Origin-Destination, and A"•erage Vehicle Occ11pancy ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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Disadvantages of the roadside interview method include:
•

It is extremely labor intensive and usually requires the help of local law enforcement
officers,

•

It can be dangerous,

•

Keeping C0>1:S reasonable, samples are small (0. 5% of all vehicles'~, and

•

Slows traffic. and am.agoniz.es the drivers.

Examples of various data collection parameters and cost include:

•
•

F.R. Harris; 8.1 useable returns/ hour of labor
Transportation CooS\llt:ing Group; Atlanta Regional Commission; $5.30 per use-able
interviel\'

•
•

FDOT; $12.30 per useable interview

•
•

KPMG Peat Marwick; S4.70 per useable interview

•

Bay County, FL; S11.50 per useable interview

Trnnsportation Research Board TRR #1305; S 12/usable survey
T ranspon:acion Engineering, Inc.; 7 am- 6 pm, one engineer and three technicians per
location, $5,118 Qabor) aod $328 (expenses) per location.

Postcard St1<dies
This method is similar to the roadside interview but is beSt suited for use when trnffic is heavy and cannot
be stopped long enough for ao interview. In this study, vehicles are stopped juSt long enough to aUow a
surveyor t-o hand out a postal questionnaire card to the driver. Postcards are coded so that the locatlon and
time of their issue are known. Drive-rs are asked to fill out these cards at their conve11ience and drop them
in the mail. The S\lrvey stations arc located, if possible, where traffic is proceeding s]owly, such as at toll
gates or at a traffic signa], in order to minimize the effect on traffic.

Advantages of this method include:

•

less trnf£lc delay than with a roadside interview, and

•

fewer personnel required than with a roadside intervie"'·

Disadvantages ind..de:
•
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•

possibly a biased sample,

•

extremely low tespollSe rate from out of nate traffic, and

•

a much highc.r wiit cost than with a roadside interview.ll

Examples of vnrious data collection parnmctcrs and costs include:

•

F.R. Harris; 2 to 3 returned surveys I hour of labor

•

Transportatio n Consulting G roup; $12 to $33 I completed survey

•

Tcxo.s Transportation Institute; $40,000 • $50,000,740 labor hours, every 3·5 years, 12
sites

Lkeme Piau Origin-De$tination Studies
This it a non-intrusive method, since vehicles do nO< need to be nopped or slowed tO collect the necessary
information. Instead of interviewing drivers or handing them postcards, ....-era! or aU digits of o v<hiclo's
licertse plate are manu.Uy noted at each station by observers. The time, locaiion, and direction of travel
is olso recorded. Once rccord<d, data from all locations is assembled and examined for license pbtc
matchos. A "match" fro m ftrst survey point (driver's origin) to the second survey point (driver's
destination) and the time to travel between the two points is recorded. With heavier volumes, it is
advantageous to have someone recording for the obstrver.u

Advantages of this method include:
•

no slowing of trafftc,

•

on unbio.sed sample.

Ditadvantages include:
•

Unknown true origin, ftnal d<Stination, trip purpose and the number of po.ssengers,

•

possible human error in manually recording the plate numbers,

•

a low manual match rate (typically three to five percent, depending on the exact
method used") ,

•

need of large number of stations, aod

•

danger of spurio us matches if P.•rtial plate records are used.

Several methods are used to record vehicle license plate numbers, including writing i.t down, recording it
on audiotope, recording it on videotape, and typing it into a laptop computer. O ne recent traffic study in
the Boston area" examined the effectiveness of all fourofthese methods. It was found that pencil and paper
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worked best on low volume roads; under ideal teSt conditions, a person could record up to 600 vehicles
per hour. This number fluctuated greatly among the skill level and experience of the individual surveyor.
On medium volume roads, both the laptop and audio c..sette method were attempted, but fo und
unsuitable for use, since surveyors did not have the typing skills required to use the laptop method
effectively. T he number of license plates recorded and motched using the audiotape method were
extremely lo w. The study, therefore, used videotape to record license plates o n medium tO high volume
roads. This method worked well and achieved a 26 percent match rate (represents the sy>tematic random
hit rate to Division of Motor Vehicle files). Overall, the study coo $9. 18 per completed survey. A Iorge
portion of this coo was due to lobor, since it took from 10 to 20 hours" to review one hour of video tape.
depending on traffic levels and the equipment used.

Vehicle Registrations
This method is a combination of the license plate matching method and the poStcard survey. Field
pcrsortnel record the license plote number, time of travel, and direction of travel of vehicles in the field.
The license number is then cheeked with the registry of motor vehicles, and the driver's address is
determined. A postcard survey is then mailed to the driver.
Advantages of this method include:
•

no slowing of traffic.

Disadvantages include:

•

hum-an error in recording the plate numbers,

•

a lov.• response rate (slightly better than with the postard method),

•

the possibility of a biased sample, and

•

an extremely low response rate from out of state traffic.

Examples of various data collection parameters and costs include:
•

FDOT; S!2/usable survey, Tag Match & Mail-Back

•

Kentuckian Regional Planning and Development Agency; $33.50/usable survey, Tog
Match and Mail Bock

Lights-On Studies

This method is used when attempting to perform a small scale origin-destinatio n study, limited to one or
two origins and few destjnotions within a small area. Figure 1 illustrates a typical lights-on study setup."
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By counting both the number of vehicles with their lights on and with their lights off at all four locations
surveyors, can obtain a good estimate of which route, vehicles used to arrive at routes. This study can be
done.only during daytime hours on clear days and, with increasing use of headlights/ driving lights during
the daytime, it might be appropriate to include a lights off sign on route B. Costs for this study includes

Figure 1: Typical Lights-On Survey

•
• = Count Locations

Lights off Signs

•

B

..,

.. ~
..~

•

Lights on Sign

the cost of the signs, cost to inform drivers that this study will be taking place and emphasize the importance
of participation and, most significantly, labor costs.
Advantages include:
•

not slowing of traffic,

•

an unbiased samp1e, and

•

little special equipment, aside from the reusable signs.

Disadvantages include:
•

unkno'\\•n true origin, final destination, trip purpose and the number of passengers,

•

it is limired to a small study area, and

•

possibility of some drivers not participating (turning on lights).

Vehicle Intercept/Tag-0,.. Vehicle Method
This method is for use in small study areas. When a vehicle enters the area either the driver is handed a
color-coded card or apiece of tape is affixed to the bumper of the car. When the vehicle leaves the study
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area later, the card is collected or tape removed. The survey works much like the lights-on study since the
route taken by the vehlcle between two points is known. Also, the advantages and disadvantages of this
sun•ey are similar to those of the lights-<>n survey, with the only differences being a slight vehicle delay as
the-catd is collected or tape-removed.

The other type of origin-destination study is internal, where only residents of the area are interviewed.
Thus, only trips made by residents are accounted for, but these trips generally make up the majority of
travel in an area. The postcard survey can be easily adapted to be an intemaJ survey, but specific intern31
studies are outlined below. These surveys have the added ability to track passenger travel; for example,

a trip by a child taking a bus to school would be included in the data gathered. However, there is evidence
that the number of trips reported by the travelers in any self administered survey are often under reported."
Home Int.er<Jiew Sll1""veys
Th e study area ls divided into zones and a representative sample of households in each zone is selected to
be interviewed. Interviewers go to the houses and ask the occupants a variety of questions to obtain

socioeconomic and demographic dat~ of the occupants as well as data on any and all trips taken during the
preceding weekday. This method is very time consuming and labor intensive. but yields comprehensive
results. Aside from the prohibitive cost of this method, there arc safety considerations from both the
surveyor's perspective (entering a stranger's home) and the homeowner's perspective (allowing a stranger
inside their house), which could potent.iaUy bias results by not including a representative number of single
females :md elderly homeowners.

Vehicle Owner Mail Questionnaires
As i.n the dwelling unit interview srudy. the area under investigation is subdivided into zones. A random
sample of vehicle owners is selected in each zone, and mailing addres.(les -are obtained from the registry of
rnotor vehicles. Survey questionnaires are mailed and recipie.n ts are a.ske.d to complete and ret.u rn them.

Traffic elements not obtained include ta.xi and transit patterns. This is one of the less expensive origindestination survey methods, but disadvantages include lack of personal contact with participants, lo"'
response rate, and possibly biased results."
One common variation of this method is to randomly select phone numbers for households in the area
and conduct interviews by phone. T his allows for the personal cont.'lCt between su rveyor and participant
but biased results are still possible, and it is more expensive and labor intensive than simply mailing the
questionnaires.

These two methods also can be combined, with the interviewee initially contacted by phone to establish
his/her phone willingness to participate, and allow for some preliminary data collection. The subject is
then mailed a travel survey form to complete over a given time frame. Follow-up calls are made to remind
them to complete the survey form, and provide assist.'lnce.
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lnttroJiews at Workplaces or-Special Generators
This is ~ specialized study of a panicular traffic generator. Q uestionnaires may be distributed to all
employees of an employment center, such as a large industrial phnt or a group of office buildings. The
oompleted forms are picked up the same day that they are distributed and taken to the office for analysis.
Similarly, interviews at large traffic generators (airpons, shopping centers) oould be oondueted. This
method works well if there are only a few large traffic generators in a given area, and could be oombined
with an office ridesharing program.
In a similar study type, spC(ifi~lly designed questionnaires are handed out at transit terminals. This type
of study provides data useful in planning highways, transit, parking f•cilities, and terminal design. Return
post card questionnaires and pencils are handed to all persons getting on or off buses, trains, or planes at
the terminal in one 24-hour day, or during. peak hours. The questionnaire is de,<igned to provide
information on how the passenger traveled to the terminal, trip origin, destination, t.rip purpose. and
an·ival time at the terminal.

A method of calculating origin and destination information has been initi•ted in both srn~land Iorge cities
that does not involve interviews •nd trip data collection. Instead, it attempts to calculate the number of
trips produced by and the number of trips attracted to cert•in types of land-use activity. This method
requires a large amount of accu"'te socio-demographic data on the area in question co provide good results.
Also, any results obtained arc estim<~tes ar\d do not necessarily represent actual conditions. These results
generally do not track individual vehicles from their origin tO destination but rather give the researcher
the total estimated amount of lNffic on a given stretch of highway.
From the previous discussed methods of obtaining origin-destination patrerns and study COSt examples,
Figure 2 illUStrates the comparative cost ranges.

VeWcle Occupancy Studies
Vehicle occupancy studies simply detenninethe average number of people in vehicles on a given roadway.
These studies are primarily performed to gauge the efficiency of a given roadway. Many congestion
management measures focus on the reduction of single occupancy vehicle-use and increasing the average.
number of persons per vehicle. Therefore, tO measure the effectiveness of these programs it is imponaot
to monitOr the average vehicle occupancy. As this is primarily an effort to alleviate congestion, the swdy
is generally performed during the peak hours only.
Traditionally, these studies involved sending surveyors out to the field by the side of the road and simply
recording the nun•ber of people seen in each vehicle that passes. Infonnation can be recorded on paper

Tr11<>tl Tim•, Origin-Dmin11tion, 11nd Average Vebick Occup11nt:y
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Figure 2: Summary of Various Origin-Destina tion Study Costs
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or recorded directly on a computer. Thus, most of the cost associ•ted with this~ of study is the labor
involved in counting people in each vehicle.
Examples of various data collection parameterS and costs include:
•

C. Ulberg and E. McCormick; 2.S sires, counts every 3 months, 10 counts during each
peak hour: $66,500/year ($665/count)

•

Tex2STransportation Institute; $3,000/site (64labor hours), 4 counts per year ($750/
count)

•

CoonDOT; S12,800, 30 sites, 14 hours each, done every 2 to 3 years

There is no way to verify the data once the count h2S been done.There may be difficulry seeing inside some
vehicles, especi.lly those with tinted windows, .:Od there may be difficulty seeing in poor weather
conditions or during darkness.
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Another available option involves t he use of an already existing database. Many states collect detailed
statistics on each highway accident that occurs, including tlte nwnber of vehicles involved in the accident,
type of vehicles involved, number of occupants in each vehicle, time of accident, and the location of the
accident. With a well-maintained database, it is easy to extract all accident records for a given stretch of
highway during a set time period and calculate the average vehicle occupancy. The database search can be
set as specific or general as necessary, but, as the search becomes more specific, the odds that there are
enough accidents in the search category to yield statistically significant vehicle occupancy results becomes
smaller. Tlus method has almoSt completely replaced the manual method in the smte of Connecticut.'"
Advantages include:
•

little labor required,

•

flexible queries, and

•

ability to go back in. time to when accident data was first recorded on a computer
databa.<e.

Disadvantages of this method include :
•

missing vehicles, and

•

obtaining biased samples.

To ensure this new method produced reliable results, it was compared to the traditional method. Data from
one of the last field vehicle.occupancy studies were compared to accident database results from that same
time frame, and results indicated excellent correspondence. However, not all st.•tes keep good accident
data, and some do not include the number of occupants in.the accident reports. Also, the filling out of the
accident form and the number of vehicle occupants is not a top priority for police arri,•ing at a scene of
an accident, and therefore some errors and omissions are possible. Additional disadvantages include
possible biases in the samples and possibly long delays between when the accident occurs and when the
'traffic authority has access to the updated accident databank.
Summary

There are numerous traditional methods available to collect origin·destination, travel speed, and vehicle
occupancy information. These methods have been revised and updated over many years to improve
accuracy and reduce costs. For example, laptop computers can be used in the field so data can be entered
directly into the computer, thus eliminating the need to transcribe written field information into computer
files and the possibility of errors during the transfer process. The use of computers to analyze great amounts
of data has also reduced labor and cost requiremel\ts of many ofthe.<e studies. However, traditional traffic
studies are still e..xpensive and time consuming. This, combined with increased data needs, is forcing traffic
authorities to search for more efficient and cost effective data collection.
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Video-Based Automation of Traffic Data Collection
License plates have long been used by trnnsportation engineers and planners as a source of data for origindestination travel time and other traffic studies. Typically, these studies have required large numbers of

field and office personnel with associated high manpower costs to manually record license plate data.
Manual operations have often also been charncterized by unacceptably high rates of error in data collection
and processing, especially when large amounts of data are collected and analyzed in a short period of time.
Many ofthe shortcomings associated with the manual collection and processing of data from vehicle license
plates can be overcome through the usc of video camcorders and machine vision license plate readers.
Modern video camcorders are capable of capturing very clear images on license plates on vehicles operating
in high-speed, high-volume traffic. These images can be converted to computer files by automatic license
plate readers with high levels of speed and accurncy.
It takes a human operator 10-20 hours to read ond trnnscribe one hour of video t.~pe int.o a computer file,
depending on mognitude of traffic, complexity of data being retrieved from the videotape, and quality of
the video images. An automatic plate reader can accomplish this task in one hour, ten times faster than an
experienced human operator.

The tape processing system consists of a Hi-8mm tape deck, license plate reading system, semi-automatic/
manual review station and the match program con1pmer. The process consists of the following steps.

The tapes are received from the field and cath are catalogued and rewound. A tape log should accompany
tapes, indicating the st.·u"t times within one second accuracy and o ther pertinent information concerning

the survey. Suth information typically includes camern operator, camera location, distmtces between
camera sights, dates, direction of trnffic flow, and other items of interest to each survey.
The tapes are the.n stheduled for processing. A strict regimen is used to maximize the tape processing
throughout, depending on the availability of the plate readers. Various processing options exist. Ideally,
the tapes are processed by the plate reader,' and a plate string and time stamp are generated with the
associated data for the.particular survey site and date. These data are then stored and later matthcd. In some
cases, the camera operator may not have taken a good tape. This results in a need for manual review. The
plate finding funetio'ns of the plate reader can work even with poor images. In this case, the tape images
of the license plates extracted but not read are logged with an associated time stamp and site data. Those
plate images can then be further processed at the review station. This process is very fast since an operator
need only type in the plate string, optionally the state may be e.ntered.
The plate review station includes a personal computer equipped with aspecial board manufactured by CRS
that allows the human review of the images. It also contains software that automatically associate~-; the.
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typed~in plate string with the time stamp associated with the plate image. This data is t hen logged to disk

and later used by the matching program.
The combination of automatic and manual technique.s aHows a wide. range of survey goals to be.achieved.
As an example, travel time surveys do not require :1 very large number of matches to genetate very accurate
mean travel times. Origin-destination surveys> on the other hand, require that a high percentage ·of plates
be read out of the total number of vehicles. Depending on the configuration of the camera locations and
the nature of t he road network, different pe.rcentages of plates matched are required to develop a good
origin-destination pattern. As an example. a road network with a large number of pote.n tial loss sights
(possible exits before a match camera location) requires a very high percentage of plates read {90 percent
typically), while a dosed network may allow a 70 percent match rate to generate valid origin-destination
patterns. As a result, the tape processing approach varies depending on the survey goals, road network,
and camera locations.

In a manual operation, an operator is required to play the videotape until a vehicle license plate appears.
This often requires t he operntorto advance and reverse tbe tape to get the plate image on a television screen.
Even with sophisticated editing tape desks, the "jog and shuttle" is time consuming. Only after this is
accomplished does the operator move onto the subsequent steps of recording the time and plate string. It
is due to t his series of steps that one hour of video can take lQ-20 ho\lrs to proce-ss.
The plate reader also provides a number of filtering parameters when automatically processing tapes. The
first series of filters involves the score and confidence associated with the optical character recognition task.
Score refers to how well an individual character matches the model of the character~ i.e. how well the
d lgltlzed •'8" matches the model "8." The confidence parameter relates to the potential confusion of one
character wit h anot her . Asan example, how much is tbe "8" like the letter "B"? Depending on the survey
goals, t hese parameters can be adjusted to create-a large number of reads {or can be set so that only those
character strings very likely to be correct are associated with a plate image).
A second often used filter is that of syntax checking. ln many states, the majority of license plates will
conform to a particular syntax. As an example, the first three items are most often n umbers and the second
three are most often letters. This information can then be used by the plat« reader to overcome low
confidence scores. If a three-number and three-letter-syntax is involved, and the second digit has low
confidence because of potential confusion bet ween leg" and "B,n then the plate reader can use the syntax
rule to force-the character to the number "8."

This is most useful in origin-descination and enforcement applications when a premium is on correct reads
over a large number of reads.
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Tape Processing Procedures
Processing the camcordertapes involved transferring the license plate images recorded on videotape at each
camera station into a computer ftle along with the instant of time at which each licep.se plate image was
recorded. Each scporate station file was then matched against a logically related file to obtain the number
of vehicles traveling from one station to another and the interval of time required by each vehicle to
accomplish this movement . Thus.• for example, che license places observed at Station 1 (1-275, southbound
outside lane) were maoched against the plates observed at Station 5 (Ashley Street exit ramp). The difference
between the insta!lt at which a given license was observed at the upstream (I-275) station and the instant
at which that same plate was observed at the downstream station (Ashley Street) is the travel time between
those two stations for the vehicle carrying that license plate.
The percentage of the license places passing a given camera location that can be successfully transferred
from videotape images to a computer fale depends on the quality of the videotape recording and the method
used to effect that transfer. If the videotape license plate images are of very high qu.1lity, then processing
by means of an automatic plate reader results in a relatively high percentage of these images being
transferred directly to a computer file for subsequent analysis. If, as was the case with many of the
videotapes in this project, license plate images arc in poor focus or too dark (or bright) or are otherwise
ill-suited for automatic reading, then other means of "reading" these images must be employed.
Wherever possible, the license plate images were automatically "captured/' from the more comprehensive
image of the vehicle and transferred to a separate view from which they could be read by a human operator
and entered into a computer fi)e. This process is referred to as "'semi-automatic" review and is quite COSt
effective when coupled with the system function known as the "plate trigger• of the machine vision system.
For those videotapes, or portions ·of tapes, for which the license plate images '«'ere unsuited for automatic
"capture," human operators read license plates captured directly from the original tapes.
The semi-autom:ttic review system is set-up to very quickly review the.captured license plate images and

verify the visual image against the ASCII file data created by the machine vision system. This sec-up allows
human operators to manually enter or change a particular machine vision entry ~icense plate) from the
image already stored in the database. This semi-automatic review system is very quick and, since the time
and date stamp are automatically included with the licen.<e plate image, in separate operations. Operator
error is reduced b)' not having to record the time and the image. When high degrees of confidence are
required, this system is used to augment machine vision results. The speed with which the semi-automatic
review can be occomplished should be compared with the pace of review of raw field tape.<, which, as has
been noted earlier, .can take as long as 20 hours for each hour of field tape.
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Field Demonstration

Objective and Scope
In Fcbmary 1995, the Center for Urban Transpormtion Research (CUTR) joined with Transfomation
Systcms,lnc. (Transfo) and Computer Recognition Systems, Inc. (CRS) to demonstrate the use of video
C\\rnera and machine vision technology for analyzing traffic movements through t he interchange of 1-275
and 1-4 in Tampa, Florida.
License plates were recorded at tbc two southbound lanes of 1-275, the two westbound lanes ofl-4, and at
the Ashley Street off-ramp from 7:00am to 9:00am (or 7: IS am to 9:15am) on three consecutive weekdays.
Figure 3 illustrates the six camera positions utilized fort he field demonstration. The machine vision system
was then used to read these license plate images and, by matching identical images at different locations,
to construct the pattern of origins and destinations through the interchange. Since the precise instant at
which each license plate-was recorded was known, it. was also possible to calculate the travel times of
vehicles from point to point.
The following photograph shows the license plate reading location (camera H5) at the Ashley Street exit
ramp. A separate video camera was positioned (camera K6) to record the number of occupants in each
vehicle exiting at Ashley Street.
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Figure 3: Camera Locations for Tampa Field Demonstration Project
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The next photograph indicates the camera perspective from position #6. T hese video records were
manually analy7.ed and compared with ~stimates obtained by human observers at this same location.

Camera #6 perspective at the Ashley Stt'tet exic ramp

The overall objective of this project was to provide a brief demonstration of an automated video-based
traffic data collection system by monitoring travel patterns, travel time, and vehidc occupancy into
downtown Tampa from t he 1~275 and 1·4 corridors. T he primary objective \vas tO conduct a three·day-

long study of morning rush·hourtraffic (peak two hours) from 1-275 southbound and 1·4 westbound traffic .
entering downtown Tampa via Ashley Street for origin-destination and travel times. The secondary
objective was to capt ure the video images ofthe vehide occupantS as they pass by the Ashley Strectlocation
and to evaluate the feasibility of using this olternative tochnology to measure the vehide occupancy of the
traffic flow. O n the third day, thel-4 cameras (#3 and #4 in Figure 3) were relocated approximately I I miles
upStream to the Livingston Avenue overpass o f l-275. The next two photographs show the Livingston
Avenue overpass, both along Livingston A''enue and looking down on l-275 southbound from the
overpass. The secondary objective was to capture the video images of the vehicle occu pantS as they pass
by the Ashley Street location and to evaluate the feasibility of using this alternative technology to measure
the vehicle occupancy o f the traffic flow.
In order to provide efficient control and facilitate the collection of quality data, the project scope ~vas
divided into two major phases: (I) training and survey, and (2) data analysis. T his section describesthe scope
of work for each phase and the approach for completing each to achieve the overall project objective.
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Alternate camera locations #3 tmd If at LivitlgstonAvenue overpass

Training and Surveys
This phase consisted of performing the ground work needed to conduct the actual automated traffic data
su.-veys and the overall management of the project. This task consiSted of training the survey crews in the
use and operation of the video cameras used as well as the safety and the quality control measures to be
adopted during the performance of the origin-destination surveys. Classroom and field training sessions
were conducted ~o train the six individuals perfonniog the video-based surveys.

On-Site Pre-Survey Plarming Visit
This task consisted of finalizing the following details:
•

locations for camera placement,

•

exposure settings (direction of sun, shadows, etc.), which is continuously updated as
needed with a "supervisory camera," and

•

logistics for camera operators.

The on·site visit was performed by the technology .vendor and CUTR personnel who were trained and
supervised by the technology vendor consultants to determine-the ideal locations for camera placement
and logistics as well as other pertinent pan'tmeters (e.g., site access, personal safety requirements,

maintenance of traffic, and consistency of video-taping and camera clock sychronization). The photograph on page 37 illustrates camera readiness activities in the field required prior to data collection.
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Camero perspectitlt looking down on 1·275 routhbound outside Lme
from Liv ingston At:enut OiltrpdS$
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Pre-data collectwn ramera ch<cks in the field

Travel Time and Origin-Destination Surveys
This task formed the core of the project and was aimed at capturing real-titue images of license plates at
six locat.ions. The field survey crew was t.rained by two of the project tcam's key perso.nnel ~'ho are experts
in equipment operation and in video-based travel time (speed) and origin-destination type surveys. The
training consisted of three phases: (1) equipment operation, (2) safety at work, and (3) survey objectives
and how best to accomplish them.
The travel time (speed) and origin-destination survey was performed at six locations. Industry standard
!Ugh resolution (Hi-8mm} video camcorders equipped with 15 x 1.4f lenses and2x tele-extenderswere used
to capture the license plates of vehicles. The next photograph shows an example of the Hi-8mm video
camcorders utilized in this field demonstration. These high-speed, !Ugh-resolution, cameras (typically
53,500 average retail price} also require 12-volt marine batteries with DC power adapters for long periods
of taping. Five-inch video monitors were used for field of view and license plate angle and size calibration.
Surveys were performed using mantllllly-operated camcorders at the following locations:
•

I-275.southbound, outside lane (camera #1}

•

1-275 southbound, median-side lane (camera #2}

•

l-4 westbound, outside lane (camera #3)

Travel 1'ime, Origin-DeJtination, and Average Vehicle Occupancy
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Hi-8mm vidto camcorder umi in fzeld demtmurations

•

1·4 westbound, median-side lane (camera #4)

•

Ashley Street exit, license plate view (camera #S)

•

Ashley Street exit, windshield view for vehicle occupancy (camera #6)

The surveys were performed during the morning peak two hours of traffic flow to indicate the morning

rush hour patterns.

Data Analysis
Once the field survey was completed, all t'Opes were brought back to CRS, where they were processed using
the license plate reader. The processing consisted of playing the tapes through a proprietary license plate
reading system. The end results of this process was a database consisting of license plate numbers and the
time and location at which they were observed.
This phase consisted of synthesizing the data collected in Phase I to develop the origin-destination matrix.
In addition to generating the origin-destination matrix, information on travel times were developed as a

part of this phase. The origin-destination matrix was developed through the use of a license plate matching
algorithm. Apan from origin~est.ination m:urix and travel time summaries, the data were used to e.valuate
the feasibility of matching this database to the database of video images to check vehicle occupancy.
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Discussion of Results

Comparison with Tube Co11t1ts
The volume of traffic passing each camera station during the two hour surveys was measured by the Florida
Department of T ransp<>rtation by means of pneumatic road tubes, as shown in Table I. A combination
of m:anu3J and 1D.2.chine vision procedures were used to .. read,. t.he tapes, so the percentages of co.pture vary

considerably from station to station depending up<>n the quolity of each videotape and the mix of
techniques used to process a given tape. Ovetall, for the three days of videotaping (six houn), a wul of
36,233 vehicles passed by the six camera locations, and 2~,636 of these plates were reod {67.9 percent
capture). Table 2 detoils the plate reading results over the tbrccx!ay demonstration. The tube counts at
Stations 1 through 5 on February 22 and 23 were taken as the base from which to adjust the origindestination volu.ne,s.

Travel Time Results
Meon travel times from Stations 1, 2, 3 and 4 to Station 5 {a distance of 1.15 miles) are presented in Toblcs
:J-6 for February 22and Tables 6-9 for February 23. Given thot Stations 3 and 4 were relocated from 1-4
to Livingston Avenue (a distant<: of approximately 11 miles) on February 24, from-tO tabulations are
shown in Tables 11-18, for movements from Stations 1 and 2 to Stotion 5, and from Stations 3 and 4 to
Stations I and 2. Mean travel times, standard deviations, a.nd coefficients of variation are presented for ISminute time intervals on February 22 and for 30-minute time intervals on the 23 and 24.
In most instances, both the mean travel times and the coefficientS of voriation appear to be quite reasonable.
Tuvel times vary generally with the ebb and flow of tnffic volumes over the 7:15 am to 9:15am period
of observation. A good example of this is seen in Table 3, where travel time averages 96.4 seconds over
the7:15 am to 7:30am interval, risesquicldy to 121.0seconds by 8:00am, remains high uotil8:45 am, and
then drops to 87.3 seconds by 9:15a.m.
In Tables 4, 5, and 8, the highlighted sections identify time periods for which time indexes on the field tapes
were, most likely, improperly recorded following an imcrnapt.ion in taping.
The coefficient-• of variation associated with the various travel time estimates generally support the
conclusion that these estimates accurately reflect the true vnlue of mean travel time for eoch time period.
A total of 59 of the 76 coefficients of variation are below 15 percent, and only 9 are above 25 percent. Given
the variability inherent in travel spoeds in both freely flowing and interminendy congested traffic, these
sm.Jl variations around estimated mean travel time. is reassuring.
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Table 1: Traffic Counts (Volume) for Two-Hour Peak Period
During Video-Based Survey
Camera

Location

Dare

Count

3 Day Avg.

CV(%)

I

l-275slb-out

02/22195

2,728

2.645

5.8

2

l-275slb-in

02/22195

2,395

2,316

7.0

3

l-4w/b-out

02122/95

3,613

3,391

6.1

4

l-4wib-in

02n2i95

3, 102

3)332

14.7

5

Ashley St.

02n2!95

2,502

2,434

2.1

I

1-275~1\>-out

02123195

2,776

2,645

5.8

2

l·275slb-in

02/23/95

2,465

2,316

7.0

3

l-4wlb-out

02/23i95

3,448

3,391

6.1

4

1·4 wlb·in

02123i9S

2,881

3,332

14.7

5

Ashley St.

02n3/95

2,417

2,434

2. 1

I

l-275stb-out

02n4!95

2.431

2,645

5.8

2

l-275slb-in

02/ 24/95

2,089

2,316

7.0

3

1-75~1\>-out

02124/95

726

771

4.2

4

1·75slb-in

02/241'95

278

269

5.0

Ashley St.

02/24195

2,382

2,434

2.1

5

. .
.
. .
.
CV - coeffictent
of vanatlon (ratio of standard dev1atton to the mean)
.

sfb·in ... sourh bound inside lane
s.rb-out = south bound outside lane

wll>-in =west bound inside lane
wlb-out = west bound outside Jane

Table 2: License Plate Reading Results
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Date

Total Plates

Total Plates Rtad

Percent Read

02122/95

14,340

9,070

63.2%

02/23/95

13,987

8,875

63.4%

02124195

7,906

6.681

84.5%

TOTALS

36,233

24,626

67.9%

-============
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Table 3: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by IS-Minute Intervals
(from l-275 SB outside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 22, 1995)

-

'

'

'time

#of Matched

Mean Tra\•el

(AM)

l'lates

Time (see)

Standard
De•·iation (see)

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

7:15-7:30

1.5

96.4

10.8

11.2

7:30-7:45

42

98.4

11 .4

11.6

7:45-8:00

28

121.0

16.6

13.7

8:00-8:15

14

120.1

10.5

9.0

8:15-8:30

16

111.9

12.5

1.1.2

8:30-8:45

19

123.8

16.9

13.7

8:45-9:00

20

87.5

7.7

8.8

9:00-9:15

12

87.3

7.2

7.8

'

Table4: Mean Travel Time and Standard De\'iation by 15-Minute Intervals
(from l -275 SB inside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 22, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

l'vlean Travel
'fime (sec)

Standard
Deviation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation(%)

7: 15-7:30

6

100.8

7.9

7.8

7:30-7:45

6

109.5

4.1

3.7

7:45-8:00

3

129.7

8.1

6.7

8:00-8:1 5

4

119.0

11.9

1.0.8

8:15-8:30

7

110.3

11.6

10.5

8:30-8:45
-.
8:45-9:00

9

79.3

20.1

6·

'28.5

9:00-9:15

8 .-

25.6 .

-

-

'

..

25.3

6io . .

.··."21.\ --

-9.9. . ' . .

-.. .,., ~ ; 3~.7

Note: shaded area designaJes problem wilh time stamp.
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Table 5: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by IS-Minute l nten-als
(from 1-4 WB outside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 22, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

Mean Travel
Time (sec)

Standard
Deviation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation ( 0/o)

7:15-7:30

15

90.7

5.8

6.4

7:30-7:45

28

92.1

11.9

12.9

7:45-8:00

II

93.2

9.1

9.8

8:00-8:15

8

75.1

8.3

II. I

8:1 5-8:30

13

72.2

12.1

16.8

8:30-8:45

9

68.9

13.2

19.2

8:45-9:00

II

43.6

13.5

31.0

9:00-9:15

6

32.5

12.3

37.8

N()le: shaded area designates problem with time SIOmp.

Table 6: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 15-Minute Inten•als
(from 1-4 WB inside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 22, 1995)
Time
(AM)

42

#of Matched
Plates

Mean Tra\'el
Time (sec)

co~ffic:ient

Deviation (sec)

of
Variation (%)

Standard

7: 15-7:30

18

82.8

32.1

38.9

7:30-7:45

19

107.4

15.9

14.8

7:45-8:00

9

147.6

32.5

22.0

8:00-8: 15

8

160.0

7.7

4.8

8: 15-8:30

12

154.5

8.6

5.8

8:30-8:45

12

149.3

16.4

11 .0

8:45-9:00

10

120.9

19.4

16.0

9:00-9: 15

II

102.3

14.6

14.3
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Table7: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30,Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB outside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 23, 1995)
Time
(AM)

7:15-7:45

# ofMatthed

Plates

?\'lean Tnwcl
Time (sec)

Standard
Deviation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation(%)

58

120.1

17.0

14.2

7:45-8; 15

79

150.4

10.4

6.8

8:15-8:45

127

154.9

11.2

7.2

8:45-9:15

99

155.7

6.4

5.2

Table 8: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB inside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 23, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plat..

:Mean Tra\•el
Time (sec)

Standard
Dniation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

7:15-7:45

13

103.2

10.6

10.3

7:45-8:15

26

109.4

14.2

13.0

8:15-8:45

41

86.2

19.1

22.2

~\·>~~it
Note: shaded area

i: r:;id"!.'( .·.·~ ~3ft·',: ,,_. j :\·,'·;·<;~(~: .... ',/.;~ <~[

'

~

nul. ""

J

Table 9: Mean Travel Time and Standard De,•iation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-4 WB outside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 23, 1995)
Time

(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

-

Mean Travel
Time (sec)

Standard
Deviation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

7:15-7:45

24

106.0

16.0

15.1

7:45-8: 15

29

118.3

26.4

24.0

8:15·8:45

34

138. I

7.7

5.6

8:45-9:15

54

141.9

6.9

4.9

Travel Time, Origin-Destination, and Average Vebick Occupancy
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Table 10: Mean T ravel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-4 WB inside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 23, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

Mean Travel
Time (sec)

Standard
Deviation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation(%)

7: 15· 7:45

25

103.0

13.3

12.9

7:45-8:1 5

21

115.2

9.1

7.9

8:15-8:45

30

134.0

12.5

9.3

8:45-9: 15

21

137.4

9.7

7. 1

Table 11: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB outside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 24, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

MeanTra>·el
Time (sec)

Standard
DeYiation (stc)

Coefficient of
Variation(%)

7:15·7:45

106

106.5

11.2

10.5

7:45-8:15

145

115.2

43.3

37.6

8:15-8:45

118

137.0

9.3

6.8

8:45-9: 15

90

232.5

129.2

55.6

Table 12: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB inside lane to Ashley Street exit ramp, February 24, 1995)
Time
(AM)

44

#ofMatchcd
Plates

Mean Trnel

Time (sec)

Standard
De•·ialion (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation(%)

7:15-7:45

57

122.4

15.4

12.6

7:45-8:15

56

140,4

11.3

8.0

8:1 5-8:45

84

I 51.8

1.9

5.2

8:45-9:15

55

256.2

143.0

55.8
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Table 13: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-4 WD outside lane to Ashley Street exit •·amp, February 24, 1995)
Time
(AM)

HofM•tchcd

Me;an Travel

Standard

Plates

Time (sec)

Deviatio-n (set:)

Coeffiticnt of
Variation (%)

7:15·7:45

13

1,293.4

99.0

7.7

7:45-8:15

19

974.4

131.2

13.5

8: I 5-8:45

14

852.1

62.2

7.'3

8:45-9:15

5

723.0

39.2

5.4

Table 14: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(froiD l-275 SD outside lane @ Livingston Avenue overpass to l-275 SB outside lane
@ 1-411-275 Interchange, February 24, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

Mean Travel
Tlme (sec)

Standard
Deviation (sec)

Coefficient of
Variation ("•)

7: I 5·7:45

48

I ,208.0

113.9

9.4

7:45-8: 15

40

1,001.1

168.6

16.8

8:15-8:45

33

834.3

119.4

14.'3

8:45-9:15

23

690.6

38.9

5.6

Table 15: Mean Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB inside lane @ Livingston Avenue overpass to 1-275 SB ins ide lane
@ I-4/l-275lnter change, Februury 24, 1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

Mean Travel

Standard

Time (sec)

Deviation (see)

Coefncient or
Variation(%)

7:15-7:45

8

1,156.0

83.7

7.2

7:45-8:15

5

973.0

83.1

7.8

8:15-8:45

2

726.0

1.4

0.2

8:45-9:1 5

4

893.5

362.S

40.S
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Table 16: MeJtn Travel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB inside lane @ Livingston Avenue overpass to I-275 SB outside lane
@ l -4/1-275 Interchange, February 24,1995)
Time
(AM)

#of Matched
l,late.t

Mean Travel
Time (sec)

Standard
Deviation (s«:)

Coefnclent of
Variation (~•)

1:15-1:45

39

1,151.7

104.6

9.1

7:45·8:15

23

810.4

155.6

19.2

8: I 5-8:45

18

688.6

30.6

4.4

8:45-9: I 5

16

574.5

27.8

4.8

Table 17: Mean T ravel Time and Standard Deviation by 30-Minute Intervals .
(from l -275 SB @ Livingston Avenue overpass to I-275 SB
@ 1-4/I-275 Interchange, February 24, 1995)
Time

(AM)

#of Matched
Plates

Mean Travel

Tim• (>«)

Standard
Deviation (s..)

Coefneient or
Variation (%)

7:15-1:45

108

1,194.1

114.9

9.6

7:45-8:15

86

944.7

174.9

18.5

8:15-8:45

68

796.2

111.6

14.0

8:45-9:15

48

672.2

131.7

19.6

Table 18: Mean T ravel Time and Standard Deviation by IS-Minute Intervals
(from 1-275 SB @ Livingston Avenue overpass to 1-275 SB
@ 1-4/I-275 Interchange, February 24, 1995)
Time
(AM)

46

#of Matehed
Plates

Mean Tra\l'tl
Time (sec)

Standard
Oevhttion (sec)

CO<'Mcient of
Variation(%)

1: l 5-7:30

60

1,143.4

108.7

9.5

7:30-7:45

48

1.257.5

88.3

7.0

7:45-8:00

38

1,012.3

129.1

12.8

8:00.8: I 5

48

891 .1

188.6

21.2

8: I S-8:30

36

826.7

136.1

16.5

8:30-8:45

32

761.9

60.9

8.0

8:45-9:00

37

690.1

143.0

20.7

9:00-9: 15

ll

611.9

51.1

8.4
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Origin-Destina tion Distrib~<rions

The computation of the distribution of traffic movements between the various camera stations required
that each 0-0 pair volume be adjusted according to the product of the percent of vehicle passing each
..sociated station pair and thot the sum of the movements thus computed be further adjusted tO comply
with the tube count volume at the destination station. This prOCC$S is illustrated in the following example
for the movements from Stations 1, 2, 3 and 4 to Station 5 on February 22.
1-275 SB outside
lane to

Ashley Street
(1-5)
where, 162

• !62

X

0.39 X 0.41

tbenumber ofmAtchedplaus
0.39 = percent ofpl4tet ntad at #1
0.41 = percent ofp/.tts ntad ~t IIJ

• 1013x

1-275 SB inside
lane to
• 48

X

-

1378 (55%)

-

284

(11%)

-

424

( 17%)

(17%)

2,502 • tube COIInl dt #5
1,840 - total number ofpia us at #5

=

Ashley Street

2SQ2
1840

0.56 X 0.41

• 209x

2502
1840

(2·5)
1-4 WB outside

lane to
Ashley Street
(3·5)

1

• !01

X

0.79 X 0.41

22QZ.
• 3 12 X

l-4 WB inside lane
to Ashley Street

1840

~

(4-5)

• 99

X

0.79 X 0.41

Totals

• Jll!l X

1840

- ill

1840

1.359

-

X

2502 (!00%)

Calculations for Destinations of Entering Traffic at Camera Stations 1 Through 4
1 -5
2-5
3-5
4-5

---

U78 + 2728
284 + 2395
424 + 3613
416 + 3445

=
=

=

50%
12%
12%
12%

of traffic from I to 5
of traffic from 2 to 5
of traffic from 3 to 5
of traffic from 4 to 5

The distribution of ori&ins to deStinations for February 22 and February 23 are summarized in T ablcs 19·
22. No ori&in-<lescination matrix was computed for Fcbt11ary 24, as the large number of unobserved
entrances and exits between Stotions 3 and 4 and 1and 2, would have made such a computation meaningless.
Trttwl Time~ Origin-Destination, and Awrage Vehicle Occupancy
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Vthic/e Occ~<pancy Dara
A video camera (C~mem #6) was setup separately from the previous five license plate video comems to
enable the viewing of passenger> through the front windshield of each passing vehicle. There was no
odditional source lighting used during this survey, but only the aV2ilable <by ligh t as the vehicles emerged
from under the 1-275 ovcqnss coming into downtown T amp• via Ashley Street. Data derived from the
manual viewing of one two-hour ~ent of upe (7:00AM to 9:00AM) on Wednesd>y, February 22, 1995,
are shown in Table 23.
As shown , three-fourths of the vehicles are passenger car>, and almost 85 percent of the vehicles have o nly

one passenger. The averagooocupancy rate was 1.17 during the Wednesday morning rush hour. However,

from various minute·by-minme reviews of the videotape, it was shown that the average occupancy rate
ranged between 1. 13 and 1.24 people per vehicle (illustrated later in thisreport). T he video system was able
to pick up, oo a real time basjs, the actual fluctuations in vehicle occupancy.
Table 19: Origin-Destin ation Matching Study and Through T raffic Analysis
(February 22, 1995 from 7:15am to 9:15am)

Came"'

I or Vehldes
at Last
Camera
Location

Actual I of

(1-275 SB)
(1-4 WB)

I of Vehicles
at First
Camera
Location

1 to 5

2,728

(1·275 SB)
2 to 5

Pair

3 to S
(1-4 WB)
4 to 5

Matclltd
License
Plates

Nonnalized
Number or
Mattbtd
Vehides

Vebldes
Turning

Through
Trame

(%)

(%)

2,502

162

1,378

50

2 ,395

2,502

48

284

12

3,613

2,502

101

424

12

3.102

2,502

99

416

12

73

88

Table 20: Origin-Destin ation Matching Study and Through Traffic A n alysis
(February 23,1995 from 7:15am to 9:15am)
Camera

#of Vehicles

fl of Vehicles

Actual# of

Pair

at First

(%)

(%)

Location

Normall•td
Numbtrof
Matched
Vehid,.

11ll'ougb
Trame

Camera
Location

Matched
License
Plates

Vehicles
Turning

(1-275 SB)
(1-4 WB)

at La.~t
Camera

I to 5

2,n6

2,417

162

1.366

49

(1-275 SB)
2 to S

2,465

2,417

48

370

15

3 tO 5

3.448

2,417

101

396

II

2,881

2,417

99

285

10

67

(1-4 WB)

4 to 5

48

============
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Table 21: Origin of Traffic Exiting Ashley Street (Camera Station 5)
(February 22, 1995 from 7:15am to 9:15am)
Camera Pair
(1-275 SB)
(1-4 WB)

Actual
Number of
Matcbed
License Plates

Normalized
Number of
Exiting
Ve-hicles

Exiting
Vehicles

Location

Number of
Vehicles
at Last Camera
l-ocation

I 10 5

2,728

2.502

162

1,378

55

U-27SSB)
2l05

2,395

2,502

48

284

11

3,613

2,502

101

424

17

3,102

2,502

99

416

17

2,502

100

31<)5
(1-4 WB)
4 10 5

Number of
Vehicles
at First Camera

.

Total Vehicles Exiting at Station 5

(%)

Table 22: Origin of Traffic Exiting Ashley Street (Camera Station 5)
(February 23, 1995 from 7:15am to 9:15am)
Camera Pair

Number of

(1·275 SB)
(1-4 WB)

Vehicles

Actual
Nu.mber of
Matched
License Plates

Normalized
Number of

Loeation

Number of
Vehicles
at Last Camera
Location

J to 5
(1·275 NB)
2 to 5

2,776

2,4i7

162

1,366

57

2,465

2,417

48

370

15

3 to 5
(1-4 \VII)
4 to 5

3,448

2,417

101

396

16

2,881

2,417

99

285

12

2,417

100

at First Camera

Total Vehic.Jes Exiting at StatJon 5

Exiting

Exiting
Vehicles
(%)

Vehicles

.

Table 23: Occupancy of Vehicular Traffic Exiting
Ashley Street (Camera Station 6)
Cars

Trucks
&Vans

Tractor
Trailers
.

Buses
&Other

Vehicles

1,754

545

27

2

2,328

75.3%

23.4%

!.2%

0.1%

100%

Vehicles
with l

Vehicles

with 2

Vehicles
with 3

Vehicles
with 4+

Tota.l
Occupants

1,994

333

26

8

2,720

Anrage OccuPanc)' Rate:

Travel Time, Origin~DestintJtUm, and Average Vebicle OccHpa~tcy

Total

1.17
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This vast amount and specific type.s of dat:.t were previously unavailable to traffic managers, who rely on
manual counts of vehicles and occupancy. Additionally, since this system captures license plate numbers
automatically, it gives traffic manage.rs the ability to identify and contact (survey) drivers who are car
pooling. This capability is helpful in establishing better methods for encouraging people to double and
triple up in theirs cars, light trucks, and vans.

Site Visit Day
O n T hursday, February 23, 1995, CUTR representatives and the technology vendor team conducted a site
visit day to allow interested parties to observe the video-based traffic data collection activities of the am rush
period. Several area consultants and public sector transportation officials attended this field demonstra·
tion. T he following photograph depicts visitors who attended the site visit day from Hillsborough and

Manatee Counties representatives. Following the morning data coJiection, visitors were also invited back
to CUTR's office for further demonstrations of the video-based technology, and to answer any questions.
The purpose of the site visit day was to expose interested transportation professionals to this type of
application first-hand, and encourage further application of this technology to traffic performance data
collection. monitoring. -and analysts.

Sitt visit
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Video-Based Survey vs. Visuol Observation Findings
Avcrngc travel times were obtained and used to colculatc avernge speed of trnffic flow between camera
l<Xlltions. This type of information can be used to help evaluote congestion, and determine possible
improvements to be considered in the future. Average speeds of traffic flow ranged from a high of 59 mph
during non-congested periods (free flowing traffic at the Livingston Avenue overpass location), to as low
as 25 mph during periods of heavy congestion in the interchange. Brief time interv.Us with average speeds
of about 17 mph, indicating S!OJ»-nci-go conditions or an incident, were also recorded. Figure 4
summarizes this<Lua obtained foreacll day of the survey, from thel-275 southboundla.ne (camera location
11) to Ashley Street exit ramp.
Figure 4: Avernge Travel Speed Data
•1-275 10 Ashley Exit Ramp on Day 1 (1.1 mllos)
• l-27j; 10 Ashley Bxlt Ramp on Oay 2 (l.l mlles)
01-275 to Asblcy Exit Ramp on Day 3 (l.l mlles)
a 1~75 to Livinpmo A.ve. to Jatcteh:~aao Ramp ( 11 mifes)

l'-9

60

so

-.:-

=

~

~

40

:a

30

...

20

~

!

10

0
7:1S•7.4S

H$-$:1S

8:ll4:4S

Time or Day

8:45-9:15

Comparison of average travel time results for one day (Wednesd•y, February 22) indicate litde variation
for three IS-minute intervols, but significant variation at the other time periods. Figure 5 high.lights this
comparison. Most importandy, vi.sual observation led only to 15 license plate matches, whereas 165
matches were achieved through videotaping.
Results indicate that sixty-nine percent {69 percent)" of the vehicles exiting Ashley Street into downtown
Tampa originate from 1-275•outhbound, and thirty-one pereertt{31 pereent).originatefrom1-4 westbound.
These percentages are distributed during a typical weekday morning rush-hour (7:00am-9:00am, or 7:15
am-9:15am) according to the following breakdown:
Trawl Time, Origln-DtJtin~ttlon, and Average Vebick OccKp<tncy
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Figure 5: Comparison of Traffic Data Collection Results-Average Travel Time
(from 1-275 outside lane to Ashley Street Exit Ramp)
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Time of Day (Wednesday, Februay 22, 1995)

•

56 percent of traffic originates from l-275 southbound (outside lane)

•

13 percent of traffic originates from l-275 southbound (median-side lane)

•

17 percent of traffic originates from 1-4 westbound (outside lane)

•

14 percent of traffic originates from l-4 westbound (median-side lane)

Figure 6 illustrates the origin-distribution patterns observed on day 1 (Wednesday, February 22) and day
2 (Thursday, February 23). Figure 7 highlights the number of matched license plates, used for origindestination determination, for video-based versus visual observations compared to the normalized origindestination volumes factored from the machine counts. In all instances, video-based matches far exceeded
the matches obtained by visual observation.
As noted previously, the average vehicle occupancy (AVO) rate was manually obtained by review of the
videot~pe. Only one day (Wednesday, February 22) was compiled, although all three days were
videotaped. T he overall average vehicle occupancy for this day was 1.17, although the findings are even
more beneficial if broken down into IS-minute intervals (which the video tape record allows). Figure 8
illustrates the variation of AVO on February 22.
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Figure 6: Origin-Destillation Data
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Figure 7: Comparison of Traffic Data Collection-Orig in/Destination
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Figure 8: Average Vehicle Occupancy Data
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Quite surprlsingly. average vehicle occupancy measurements showed little variation comparing videobased versus visual observation (even though video-based had 74 percent greater capture rate of all passing
vehicles). Figure 9 portrays this similarity between the two methods of AVO data collection. At this time,
it is unknown whether thls similarity may be purely coincidental or typic~l.

The final comparison between video-based and visual data collection methods for this field demonstration
is illustrated in Figure 10and 11. These figurescomparethecollection and processing time per usable survey
and the relative cost per usable survey, respectively. As can be seen from these figures, collection and
processing time is about eight times greater for the visual technique, and only about 50 cents less per usable
survey.
Using Video Imagery to Measure the Quality of Traffic Flow
The large number of detailed observations of individual vehicle movements recorded on video tape
provides not only accurate measures of travel times and origin-destination exchanges, but also intriguing
insights into the quality of traffic flow on the highway segment under study. Traffic engineers generally
characterize the quality of traffic flow along a given highway segment in terms of "level of service," the
essence of which is the degree of freedom of movement enjoyed by motorists in that flow. When traffic
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Figure 9: Comparison of Traffic Data Collection-Average Vehicle Occupancy
• Video-Based

D Visual Observation
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volume is very light, each motorist is free to drive at a speed that is essentially unaffected by the presence
of other vehicles. As traffic volumes increase, the speed at which each driver operates is increasingly
iofiuenoed by the presence of other vehicles. The average speed of traffic may not diminish appreciably,
but the opportunity for any given driver to operate at speeds higher or lower than the average is
prog=sively diminished.
Conventional traffic measurement techniques typically collect data from whi.c h only.average traffic flow
characteristics can be derived: average speeds and travel times; flow rates; a\•erage density; and other related
measures of flow quality. In contraSt, videotaped records of traffic provide detailed, vehicle-by-vehicle,
observations from which both average flow characteristics and fine-grain variations with these average
parameters can be determined. Previously summarized results in Table 3-18, in which both mean ISminute or 30 minute mvcl tim.. are shown along with the coefficient of variation associated with each
mean travel time, exemplify this unique ability of vidco12ped traffic observations.
The coefficient of variation is a statistical measure of the variability of the individual vehicle travel times
that together make up the average travel time for a given time interval. This measure of variability is under
certain circumstances, associoted with the freedom individual drivers have to select their own operating
speed. At very low volumes, the range of individual choice is high and the coefficient of vari2tion should
be relatively high as well.
Trawl Time, Origin-Destination, and Aflt!Tage Vehicle OccNpttncy
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Figure 10: Collection and Processing Time per Usable Survey
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At low volume~, mean travel speeds should be high also. As traffic volumes increase, the range of choice
of individual drivers is reduced and, as long as traffic" continues to move smoothly--but at a slower pacethe coefficient of variation should also decrease, signaling a reduction in level of service. Finally, as volume
and, more importantly, density reach.t~e point where traffic flow abruptly changes from the laminar to
the turbulent engine regime, strea.ffi fl~W itsdf becomes highly variable and traffic moves in fits and starts
at a low average speed. At this pomt, flthough the freedom of individual drivers to choose their own
operating speed is essentially reduced to zero, the increased variability in the stream flow results in a
concomitant increase in the coefficient of variation, which, in the range of extreme congestion, signals yet
further reduction in level of service.
The data that were collected in this demonstration project were not intended to explore the relationship
between level of service and voriation in travel time described above. Although there is some evidence in
Table J-18 that the wefficient of variation is highest during those intervals when mean travel times are
highest, the number of observations on which such as association is based is coo limited to provide any
statistical validation. Nevertheless, the potential of video traffic flow analysis to reveal the details necessary
to capture fully the quality of flow and, thus, to provide information essential for congestion management
and assessment is obvious.

As further example of the type of detailed vehicular movement information that can be developed from
videotaped records, consider Figures 12 and 13. These figures are based on data collected on Route 520 in
Seattle.21 They show the travel times for individual vehicles arrayed in order of their arrival at the upstream
camcorder observation site. The interaction of one vehicle with another is evident in t he waveform of th.e
graph, which clearly illustrates the platooning effects to v1hich intervehicle influences would lead. With
data such as this, it would be possible to develop congestion monitoring and management procedures based
on indicators other than gross averages of traffic flow quality.
New Traffic Performance Measures
From the data collected during this field demonstration, more meaningful traffic performance measures
can be derived. Three such measures of effectiveness are offered for consideration. For example, Figure
14 illustrates 15-minute intervals for volume vs. average vehicle occupancy at the Ashley Street exit ramp
for Wednesday,February 22. Similarly, Figure 15 depicts 15-minute intervalsfor volume vs. average travel
speed for the I-275 southbound outside lane to the Ashley Street exit ramp (1.1 miles through the
interchange). Finally, based on average vehicle occupancy rates and volume, total person-trips can be
determined as shown in Figure 16 (Ashley Street ex.it ramp for Wednesday, February 22).
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Figure 12: Array of Travel Times for Vehicles Entering and Exiting Lane I
(ordered by time of arrival at upstream observation site)
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Figure 13: Array of Travel Times for Vehicles Entering and Exiting Lane 2
(ordered by time of arrival at upstream observation site)
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Figure 14: Volume vs. AVO
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Figure 15: Volume vs. Average Travel Speed
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Figure 16: Total Person-Trips
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Conclusions
Given the findings of this field demonstration project, automation of traffic data gathering and analysis is
feasible through video and machine vision technology application. This type of ITS technology satisfies
the continuous monitoring need oi congestion management systems. Meaningful traffic data can be
collected and analyzed more often in a timely and cost·effective manner. Further, as a tool for ClvlS
performance monitoring, the traffic data collected in this investigation (i.e., travel time, origin-destination,
and average vehicle occupancy) can also be utilized to develop more meaningful traffic performance
measures, or measures of effectiYeness (MOEs).
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